Disruptive insights in psychiatry: transforming a clinical discipline
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Mental disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar illness, and depression have become the predominant chronic diseases of young people, accounting for approximately 40% of the medical burden for people aged 15–44 in the United States and Canada. Research is transforming our understanding of these disorders, as exemplified in the articles in this Review Series. Important, “disruptive” insights into pathophysiology are emerging from studies addressing these illnesses as brain disorders, developmental disorders, and complex genetic disorders — rather than only as psychological conflicts or chemical imbalances, as they were considered in the past. Current medications are not sufficient for most patients. A new and deep understanding of the pathophysiology of these disabling disorders is our best hope for a new generation of treatments that will help patients to recover.

Introduction

Much of what I learned as a resident in psychiatry 30 years ago has been proven utterly wrong. At that time, we believed that peptic ulcer disease was due to intrapsychic conflicts treatable with psychoanalysis; autism resulted from rigid, cold mothers who drove their children into psychic isolation; and schizophrenia could be treated through a regressive process allowing the patient to “work through” the psychosis as a growth experience. Now, these and other myths have been discarded as a result of scientific research. Perhaps our successors 30 years from now will look back on much of what we believe today with the same rueful perspective. The challenge, of course, is identifying those elements of current theory and practice that need to be left behind. This Review Series, “Rethinking Mental Disorders,” is dedicated to some of the emerging areas of discovery that may overturn many of our current beliefs about schizophrenia (1), depression (2), bipolar illness (3), childhood-onset obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (4), and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (5). As an introduction to the individual Review articles, I set the stage by identifying some of the conceptual shifts, or, as I refer to them here, “disruptive insights,” that have come about through current research. But first, we should consider the public health significance of mental disorders.

Public health significance of mental disorders

According to the WHO, mental disorders are the number one source of medical disability for people 15–44 years of age in the United States and Canada, accounting for nearly 40% of all medical disability in this age range (6). Several mental disorders are highly prevalent; for example, 16% of the population will experience major depressive disorder (which is characterized by persistent and disabling sense of sadness, emptiness, hopelessness, helplessness, and worthlessness) at some point in their lifetime, and 6.6% of the population is affected by this disorder each year (7). Major depressive disorder can be a crippling mood disorder, with patients unable to work or function during an episode. In contrast to many other disabling, chronic illnesses, mental disorders begin early in life. There are, of course, mental disorders that we associate with childhood, such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and ASD. But even for so-called adult illnesses, such as mood and anxiety disorders, 50% of patients describe onset by age 14 (8). Indeed, in the developed world, mental and addictive disorders are increasingly the chronic disorders of young people.

Mental disorders are a major source of not only morbidity but mortality. In 2005 (the most recent year for which official mortality statistics are available), there were more than 32,000 suicides in the United States, 90% of which were believed to be associated with mental illness (9). This is nearly twice the number of homicides and greater than the number of deaths from AIDS (10). Beyond mortality from suicide, people with serious mental illness (e.g., schizophrenia and bipolar disorder) die early, with an average life expectancy of 56.3 years (11). This early mortality is believed to be due predominantly to the medical complications of these illnesses or their treatment. Tobacco use also may be an important mediator of increased mortality in individuals with mental illness. While approximately 26% of the population experience mental illness in a given year, Lasser et al. estimate that 44% of cigarettes are consumed by individuals with current mental illness (12).

Most mental disorders are treatable with medication or psychosocial interventions. Effective antidepressants, anxiolytics, and antipsychotics have been available for more than four decades. Second-generation compounds, available for the past decade or more, are not demonstrably more efficacious but have either fewer or different side effects (13, 14). The availability of effective medications for these syndromes has been both a blessing and a curse. Clinicians have been able to reduce the hallucinations and delusions of psychosis and to relieve the hopelessness and helplessness of depression in many patients. But the high levels of morbidity and mortality described above demonstrate that current medications are not sufficient. The focus on medications has shifted resources away from psychosocial treatments such as structured, short-term behavioral therapies that are effective for some mood and anxiety disorders (15) and rehabilitative services that improve functional outcomes for people with schizophrenia. For too many people, antipsychotics and antidepressants are not effective, and even when they are helpful, they reduce symptoms without eliciting recovery.
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Approximately 80% of individuals with schizophrenia are unemployed, and more than half of those with bipolar disorder also experience problems with substance abuse or addiction (16, 17). This brings us to the curse. Most biological research in psychiatry has been focused on understanding how psychiatric medications work. If the medications were curative, this might have been revealing. But these medications, at best, ameliorate symptoms, and when they are effective, the effects usually require weeks of treatment. Indeed, the pharmacological effects have an unknown relationship to the pathophysiology of the mental disorders. In the past four decades, we have learned quite a bit about the mechanisms of antipsychotic and antidepressant drug action but surprisingly little about the pathophysiology of psychosis and mood regulation.

Clearly, before we can develop the next generation of medications, we need a deeper understanding of the pathophysiology of mental disorders. The good news is that we now have the tools to enable a new science of mental disorders. I believe that this science will revolutionize the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness and that it will transform psychiatry, ultimately realigning it with neurology and potentially creating a new discipline of clinical neuroscience (18). The present series, “Rethinking Mental Disorders,” introduces several of the front lines of this revolution. It may be notable that this revolution is infused by new ideas from outside psychiatry: the authors include a neurologist (2), a developmental neuroscientist (5), and a pediatrician (4). In this overview, I describe four conceptual shifts, or disruptive insights, that provide the intellectual basis of this revolution.

Mental disorders are brain disorders

By Congressional proclamation, the 1990s were designated the “Decade of the Brain” (19). Beyond bringing public attention to the excitement of neuroscience research, that decade marked an end to a three-century division between mind and brain. Increasingly, the most complex aspects of the mind were being addressed through studies of neural activity. The advent of structural and functional neuroimaging, as well as more sophisticated behavioral neurophysiologic research, began to shed light on previously inaccessible mental events, such as decision making, moral judgments, and consciousness.

In the current decade, the focus on mental activity as neural activity has widened to include a focus on mental disorders as neural disorders. Previous biological hypotheses posited that depression and schizophrenia were due to a chemical imbalance, as if an overall deficit in serotonin or increase in dopamine could explain these illnesses. Neuroimaging helped to open up the black box of the brain so that these disorders, for the first time, could be studied as disorders of neural systems and not simply as a lack of the requisite medication or an altered amount of a single neurotransmitter. Recent results are encouraging, as described in several of the articles in this Review Series (1–3). For one thing, all the mental disorders studied thus far using neuroimaging techniques involve the prefrontal cortex. Aspects of schizophrenia can be mapped onto dysfunction of dorsolateral prefrontal circuits that mediate executive function (i.e., functions such as judgment, planning, and cognitive flexibility) (20); depression appears to involve dysfunction in a heretofore unexplored region of the midline infragenural prefrontal cortex that is important for regulation of mood (21); OCD involves dysfunction in the orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex via its role in perseverative behaviors (22); and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) can now be mapped in a precise way to dysfunction in prefrontal circuits required for the extinction of fear (23).

Just as important as the apparent localization is the distribution of cortical points that had attained their peak thickness at each age for all cerebral cortical points or the prefrontal cortex. The median age by which 50% of cortical points had attained their peak differed significantly between the groups (all P < 1.0 × 10–20). Adapted with permission from Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (24).
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**A Spread of cortical maturation**
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**Figure 1**

The development of cortical thickness in children with ADHD is markedly delayed in comparison with that in control children who are developing typically. (A) Dorsal view of the cortical regions where peak thickness was attained at each age. The darker colors indicate regions where a peak age could not be calculated or the peak age was estimated to lie outside the age range covered. The sequence in which the regions attained peak thickness was similar in the two groups, but the children with ADHD showed considerable delay in reaching this developmental marker. (B) Kaplan-Meier curves illustrating the proportion of cortical points that had attained peak thickness at each age for all cerebral cortical points or the prefrontal cortex. The median age by which 50% of cortical points had attained their peak differed significantly between the groups (all P < 1.0 × 10–20). Adapted with permission from Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (24).
of the pathological activity. If most neurological disorders, from stroke to Parkinson disease, can be conceptualized as focal brain lesions, many psychiatric disorders can be understood as dysfunctions within brain circuits. As an imperfect metaphor, consider the difference between myocardial infarction, with focal loss of cells, and a severe conduction defect, which alters myocardial function without focal cell loss. Both result in severe dysfunction, but they involve different forms of pathology.

It is easy to underestimate the significance of this disruptive insight. If mental disorders are brain disorders causing psychological distress rather than psychological disorders caused by psychic trauma or conflict, then our approaches to diagnosis, treatment, and professional training need to be rethought. Recent research in ADHD affords a useful example. Shaw et al. reported a prospective, longitudinal MRI study of 223 children with ADHD and 223 unaffected controls (24). Mapping the trajectory of the development of cortical thickness in the two groups demonstrated that the ADHD children were delayed by about three years in the pattern of cortical maturation, with the greatest delays (of about five years) apparent in the middle frontal cortex (Figure 1). Across the entire cerebrum, the median age for attaining peak cortical thickness was 10.5 years in the ADHD children versus 7.5 years in the controls (24). Here is a disorder defined by behavioral and cognitive features (hyperactivity and attention deficit, respectively) that appears to be a disorder of cortical maturation. Again, to use the cardiovascular metaphor: it is similar to diagnosing myocardial infarction as a chest pain disorder, without any reference to the underlying mechanisms of the symptoms.

In addition to forcing us to reformulate diagnosis, treatment, and training, the recognition of mental disorders as brain disorders may help to reduce stigma. Many individuals still do not accept mental disorders (including ADHD) as real illnesses. If the general population understood ADHD as a disorder of cortical maturation, one would hope that there would be less shame and blame directed at the families who struggle with these illnesses. Of course, we need to avoid the oversimplified approaches that have traditionally characterized biological and psychological hypotheses about these illnesses. These illnesses result from complex biological and psychological processes. Importantly, the biological (neural) substrates for these disorders may precede the psychological manifestations. We know from studies of neurodegenerative diseases, from Alzheimer disease to Parkinson disease, that the observable behavioral manifestations are late events in the course of the diseases (25). Similarly, in mental disorders, whether we are focused on hyperactivity, psychosis, or depression, it is possible that these behavioral manifestations represent a late stage of abnormal neural system activity. This brings us to our next disruptive insight.

**Mental disorders are developmental disorders**

As noted above, mental disorders can be considered the primary chronic diseases of young people in this country. This sets mental disorders apart from many other brain illnesses that are degenerative and begin late in life. The onset of mental illness generally occurs early in childhood or adolescence, even though diagnosis may be delayed for years if not decades. Wang et al. report that for mood disorders, the mean delay is 6–8 years; for anxiety disorders, 9–23 years, depending on the disorder (26). Some of this delay may be explained by the fact that the manifestations at the early phases of these disorders are different from those of their later forms. Depression in adulthood may be preceded by anxiety disorders in childhood (27–29). A schizophrenic psychosis at age 18 is often preceded by a prodromal phase, a period of early signs and symptoms that can be identified 2–3 years before onset of psychosis (30). Further, as children at risk for ASD have been studied more carefully, early forms of this disorder have been detected, appearing long before speech delay or social deficits (31). Understanding the developmental stages of these disorders will be transformative. Currently, schizophrenia is defined by psychosis, just as arteriosclerotic heart disease (ASHD) was once defined by myocardial infarction. Increasingly, we are beginning to view psychosis as a late stage of schizophrenia, preceded not only by the prodrome but even earlier by many years of risk, analogous to the stages of risk and ischemic changes of ASHD. The identification of these pre-psychosis stages suggests the opportunity for earlier diagnosis.
Mental disorders are complex genetic disorders

By almost any estimate, the past two years have seen a revolution in clinical genetics. Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have revealed much of the genetic risk architecture for many common diseases, including adult-onset macular degeneration (34), inflammatory bowel disease (35), and type 2 diabetes mellitus (36–38). In each case, while the risk conferred by individual associations appears small, the findings collectively have provided important new insights into pathophysiology. How have GWASs informed the pathophysiology of mental disorders? The heritabilities of ASD, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia appear higher than for many of the common disorders with large GWAS findings (Figure 3); however, there have been relatively few substantiated GWAS findings for mental disorders thus far. Although several studies have been published, either the size of the cohort or the heterogeneity of the diagnostic category appears to have precluded finding significant associations (39–41).

Nevertheless, neuropsychiatric genetics is making important strides, with many significant candidate genes identified for each of the major disorders, as discussed for ASD in the article in this Review Series by Pat Levitt and Daniel Campbell (5). In neuropsychiatric genetics, as in neuroscience, the emerging science is providing some disruptive insights. One is the importance of DNA structural variation, including increased and decreased copy numbers of broad stretches of DNA, in patients with ASD and schizophrenia (42–44). Some of these structural changes are de novo, presumably explaining the continued high prevalence of these disorders despite low reproductive rates (45). While we now relatively little about the functional significance of structural variation, this discovery reminds us that SNPs, which have been the staple of psychiatric genetics, are only one of many forms of variation in the genome. Another important insight is genomic heterogeneity, even in patients carefully selected for similar clinical features. Clearly, there are many different forms of genomic risk for each of these disorders. This complicates the search for a large-effect gene, but with large enough cohorts and carefully selected subgroups, common mechanisms should emerge. Finally, while many candidate risk genes have emerged for mental disorders, none appear specific for any single diagnosis. Neuregulin, disrupted-in-schizophrenia 1 (DISC1), and D-amino acid oxidase activator (DAOA; also known as G72), for instance, have been associated with both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (46, 47). There may be a common set of risk genes for psychopathology, with the form of mental disorder determined by other factors.

Mental disorders are not treated sufficiently with current medications

Psychiatric medications are used widely for adults and children with mental disorders. As noted above, we have gone from first-generation to second-generation antidepressant and antipsychotic compounds. The second-generation compounds have fewer or different side effects, but with few exceptions, they do not seem to be more effective (13, 14). Nevertheless, these compounds are heavily used. In 2007, the third and fourth most heavily purchased medications in the United States were antipsychotics and antidepressants, respectively, with a combined market of $25 billion (48). Remarkably, despite the heavy use of these medications, we have no evidence that the morbidity or mortality of mental disorders has dropped substantially in the past decades.

Comparative effectiveness studies have begun to examine the value of newer, expensive medications relative to older, less expen-
The unfortunate reality is that current medications help too few people to get better and very few people to get well. Most clinical trials have used acute statistical symptom improvement as an outcome, rather than assessment of the long-term functional improvements that would be desired for treatment of a chronic illness. We are now at the forefront of a revolution in psychiatry, and one that would be desired for treatment of a chronic illness. The development of new medications based on marketable modifications of existing medications will not provide breakthroughs for most people with mental disorders. There is an urgent need for a third generation of medications, for bipolar disorder in particular. While a fraction of patients respond to lithium, for too many, there is no medication that controls mood swings.

The intellectual basis of psychiatry is shifting, from reliance on psychological principles and theory to research findings and understanding the brain through neuroscience. The basis of diagnosis is likely to be completely reformulated to consider biological information, such as genetics and imaging data. And just as we no longer use psychoanalysis for peptic ulcer disease, treatments such as antibiotics and deep brain stimulation are likely to replace current medications as we learn more about the pathophysiology of disorders, such as one form of childhood-onset OCD and depression (2, 4). In a commencement speech given at Morehouse College in 1959, Martin Luther King Jr. reflected on the Rip Van Winkle story and the tragedy that this fictional character had slept through the most important revolution in American history (56). We are now at the forefront of a revolution in psychiatry, and one would be remiss to let it pass by unnoticed.
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**Summary**

This overview began with reflections on the mistaken concepts of 30 years ago and suggested that many of our current assumptions may prove incorrect 30 years from now. The subsequent articles in this Review Series reveal many of the most exciting and potentially fruitful lines of inquiry that are transforming our understanding of several mental disorders. This is an extraordinary moment in the science of mental disorders. Indeed, it is difficult to find a precedent in medicine for what is beginning to happen in psychiatry.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study name</th>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) (49)</td>
<td>Olanzapine, perphenazine, quetiapine, risperidone, or ziprasidone</td>
<td>1,495 patients with schizophrenia were randomly assigned to one of the drug treatments.</td>
<td>No differences in symptom improvement between the treatment conditions were observed; differences in side effects and likelihood of discontinuation were observed across drug treatments; olanzapine demonstrated the lowest rate of discontinuation but was associated with increased weight gain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Veterans Affairs Cooperative Study Group on the Cost-Effectiveness of Olanzapine (50)</td>
<td>Olanzapine or haloperidol</td>
<td>309 patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder were randomly assigned to one of the drug treatments.</td>
<td>Olanzapine and haloperidol demonstrated equal effectiveness in compliance, symptoms, extrapyramidal symptoms, and overall quality of life; olanzapine was associated with increased weight gain and greater cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Utility of the Latest Antipsychotic Drugs in Schizophrenia Study (CUITLASS 1) (51)</td>
<td>First- or second-generation antipsychotic medications</td>
<td>227 patients with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or delusional disorder were randomly assigned to receive either a first-or second-generation antipsychotic drug treatment.</td>
<td>No differences in quality of life, symptoms, or associated costs of care between first-generation and second-generation antipsychotic drug treatment were found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of Early-Onset Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorders (TEDSS) study (52)</td>
<td>Olanzapine, risperidone, or molindone</td>
<td>119 youths (aged 8–19 years) with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or schizoaffective disorder were randomly assigned to one of the drug treatments.</td>
<td>No differences in response rate or magnitude of symptom reduction between the treatment conditions were observed; olanzapine and risperidone were associated with increased weight gain, while molindone treatment was associated with a greater number of self-reports of akathisia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>